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1. Introduction

How to learn this course well is a question that many researchers are discussing [1]. First of all, we need to understand the characteristics and requirements of College English learning. Unlike other basic disciplines, College English is a highly practical course. Its language ability needs to be cultivated and improved through personal communication practice. Therefore, in College English learning, it is impossible for students to master English skills only by teachers’ guidance and professors and more importantly by students’ autonomous learning. Only through a large amount of uses of language by college students themselves to communicate can they achieve the mastery and application of language. Secondly, one of the most important aspects of College English learning is to expand and enrich vocabulary [2]. Therefore, college students should accumulate more words. Therefore, college students should accumulate more vocabulary, and expand and enrich vocabulary and expression methods purposefully and selectively after class. These are essential for improving one’s English proficiency. Thirdly, English is an all-encompassing subject; covering a wide range of knowledge, magazines, film posters, and everywhere in our lives, we can learn useful knowledge of English. Therefore, English learning mainly depends on learners’ personal perception. If learners do not have a certain autonomous learning abilities and have more opportunities to develop the ability of speaking and reflection, they will not be able to transit from the language background of their own country to those who have the cultural knowledge and ability of other countries, let alone to study abroad or communicate face to face with foreigners [3]. Many researchers have also realized this [4]. How to improve self-regulated learning has been proposed in succession. For example, Yae pointed out that it takes a lot of time to improve practical skills such as listening, speaking, reading, writing, and translation in English learning, while college students only have 4–6 hours of English lessons per week, and the effect is far from ideal. Therefore, he puts forward some suggestions on how to improve self-study ability in college English learning [5]. They proposed that we should study purposefully and formulate certain learning strategies, make rational use of extracurricular resources; and take notes and improve self-monitoring ability in self-study. Hairong said that with the globalization of the economy, society is increasingly demanding the English proficiency of
2. Cloud Computing Intelligent Optimization Algorithm

2.1. Advantages of Technology Innovation Platform in Cloud Computing Environment. The goal of technological innovation platform is to use it to establish technology warehouse services [11]. At the same time, the collaborative theory is used to build new computing and data centers that provide basic application services and to build a technology innovation platform based on cloud services [12]. The platform can provide services in a flexible, open, and unrestricted way of time and space. Figure 1 shows the architecture of a technology innovation platform [13] in a cloud computing environment, and basic cloud services are provided by service providers.

The appearance of computers, personal computers, and the Internet has greatly promoted the process of informatization of human society. Cloud computing is a brand-new model. It is a way for humans to understand electronic services from a new visual angle, turning electronic services into a simple and convenient way of using water and electricity on a daily basis. This service model has had a profound impact on today’s economy and society. Backup: the media system can provide support for all media businesses. The traditional model is to provide a complete system for TV stations. Now, it has become a service mode, which can customize personalized configuration according to individual needs and store and manage massive amounts of data and cloud computing platforms. It has the benefits of providing services on demand, being able to access it from any place with a browser, sharing resources for many users, and the ability of elastic change of cloud scale.

Through the description of the technology innovation platform architecture based on cloud computing, it can be seen [14] that the proposal of cloud computing enables the technology innovation platform to operate better. Compared with the traditional technology innovation platform, the technological innovation platform under the cloud computing environment [15] has the following advantages:

1. In the existing technological innovation platform, if the shared information is damaged due to some reasons, other users will not be able to access it, and the information sharing function will be lost, which will also reduce the reliability of the system [16]. The data in cloud computing use distributed storage, and the information shared by multiple users is divided into several data blocks and stored in multiple resource nodes in cloud computing. Because there is a copy backup mechanism [17] in cloud computing, that is, there are several backups for each piece of data, they are stored on different resource nodes. Therefore, when a certain resource node in cloud computing fails, the integrity of the resource is not affected, information [18] sharing can be easily realized, and the system has a higher reliability.

\[ Q(n, m) = (1 - x) - x \times \sin \left( \frac{2\pi n}{W-1} \right). \]  

2. Existing technological innovation platforms generally only use one server. Once the server has a problem, users will not be able to access it. Cloud computing is a distributed structure. The control node in the cloud continuously monitors [19] the status of each resource node. When a resource node is found to be invalid, the control node transfers the task on the failed node to a normal resource node for execution.

\[ \text{Mel}(f) = 2595 \times \lg \left(1 + \frac{f}{700}\right). \]  

3. Servers are always at a peak state [20], which will inevitably cause a great waste of resources. Cloud computing can reduce capital and operating costs [21] by acquiring resources only when they are
needed and paying only for the required resources. In addition [22], by reducing certain burdens related to managing various resources in the entire enterprise, key personnel [23] can focus more on creating value and business innovation. MFCC flow chart is shown in Figure 2.

(4) In the original single-point [24] centralized processing of shared resources, when a large number of users access the data, it is easy to cause excessive pressure on the device and affect the performance of the system. Because cloud computing has higher scalability [25], resource nodes in the cloud can be dynamically added and removed without affecting the execution of other tasks in the cloud. That is, as demand increases, effective resource nodes will be added accordingly.

\[
X_n(k) = \sum_{m=0}^{N-1} x(n)e^{-j2\pi kn/N}, 0 \leq k \leq N. \quad (3)
\]

The interval between each \(f(m)\) is reduced by the value \(m\) as shown in Figure 3.

The triangular filter is defined as follows [26]:

\[
H_m(k) = \begin{cases} 
0, & k < f(m - 1), \\
2(k - f(m - 1)) & f(m - 1) \leq k \leq f(m), \\
\frac{2(f(m + 1) - k)}{(f(m + 1) - f(m - 1))(f(m) - f(m - 1))} & f(m) \leq k \leq f(m + 1), \\
0, & k \geq f(m + 1).
\end{cases} \quad (4)
\]
The logarithmic energy output of each filter bank is calculated.

\[ s(m) = \ln \left( \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} |X_a(k)|^2 H_m(k) \right), \quad 0 \leq m \leq M. \quad (5) \]

Among them, \( X_a(k) \) is the DTF value of speech signal. \( H_m(k) \) is the frequency response of the triangular filter.

The MFCC coefficients are as follows [27]:

\[ C(n) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{M}} \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} s(m) \cos \left( \frac{m(m-0.5)}{M} \right), \quad n = 1, 2, \ldots, L. \quad (6) \]

Cloud computing is a business model that distributes work to a group of resources made up of a large number of computers and allows users to gain space storage, computer resources, and information services upon request. The resource pool (also called “cloud”) is a collection of virtual resources managed and maintained by themselves. It is usually a large-scale server complex that includes storage servers, broadband resources, and computer servers. Cloud computing intensively utilizes various resources and realizes automatic management of platform resources through some specialized application software, without human involvement. The task requester does not need to understand the cumbersome details and can focus on their own business processing, which is conducive to reducing costs and improving technological innovation capabilities. Users can dynamically apply for the resources needed to support the operation of the application. Cloud computing can be roughly divided into three categories according to service types: infrastructure as a service IaaS, platform as a service PaaS, and software as a service SaaS. Although there are three types of cloud computing, cloud computing is a “cloud” network that connects a large number of concurrent network services and uses virtualization technology to expand the capacity of each server [29]. The cloud computing system is specifically allocated according to the services required by the technological innovation platform to the appropriate server virtual machine resource node [30, 31].

The architecture of the cloud computing technology innovation platform is shown in Figure 4.

**Technology Innovation Platform Interface.** It is a cloud portal through which users can make task requests to the cloud computing system through the technology innovation platform. This interface can also obtain the services provided by the cloud computing system through the service catalog module [14, 32]:

**Service Catalog.** Users can select, order, or unsubscribe cloud computing services according to their own rights.

**Task Management System and Deployment Tools.** Corresponding task service management is provided; tasks are classified, divided, and assigned to specific servers in the cloud server cluster through deployment tools. This module includes task management, task demand analysis, and resource configuration management; resources and applications are dispatched at the same time, and resources are deployed, allocated, and recycled dynamically.

**Resource Monitoring.** The resources and their usage in the cloud system are monitored, node synchronization configuration is completed, balancing configuration is loaded, and resource is monitored to ensure that user requests can be allocated to appropriate resources and maintain the overall coordination and stability of the system.

**Cloud Server Cluster** [33, 34]. It is composed of virtual or physical servers. It is the production location of applications and services. It is responsible for tasks such as large-scale computing processing, high-concurrency user request processing, and massive cloud data storage.

### 3. The Application of Cloud Computing

#### Intelligent Optimization Algorithm in the Investigation of College Students’ English Autonomous Learning

PPT is used to make English courseware, e-mail is used to communicate with students, file transfer is used for network teaching, multimedia network language laboratory is used for self-study, English learning website is used for self-study, and so on. These all belong to the application of English multimedia in students’ autonomous learning. With the promotion of quality education and the rise of people-oriented and life-long education concepts, the main role of learners in the learning process has received more and more attention, and the initiative and enthusiasm of learners are also highly valued. Therefore, contemporary foreign language teaching pays more and more attention to the main role of learners, and autonomous foreign language learning has become one of the hotspots of foreign language education research at home and abroad in recent years. How to cultivate the ability of college students to learn foreign languages independently has become an important task in the field of foreign language education in our country. The English self-study platform for college students based on the cloud computing recognition system designed in this paper is composed of a speech recognition template training module and an Android-based self-study module. The cloud computing recognition training module is based on MATLAB. MATLAB is used to implement the best codebook and template files. Dynamic load in cloud computing is shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 3: Frequency response of triangular filter.](image-url)
Vector quantization is performed on the obtained MFCC feature parameters to obtain the best codebook of the sample data.

Template Training. First, the above operations are performed on the sample data, then the sequence in the HMM model is generated, and then template training is performed according to the best codebook obtained, and steps 1–3 are repeated. The final template data are obtained, and they are written into the template file according to the specified format.

The English self-learning module based on Android mainly includes three basic functions: speech recognition, voice broadcast, and voice evaluation. These basic functions are integrated into the learning classifications of translation, listening, speaking, reading, writing, vocabulary, and so on.

Speech Recognition. Speech information can be converted into the corresponding text. The functions include speech acquisition, speech preprocessing, speech feature extraction, codebook generation, model training, and model recognition. Voice Broadcasting. The system can transfer text to speech and broadcast natural, accurate, and fluent voice.
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Figure 4: Cloud computing innovation platform system structure.
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Figure 5: Dynamic load in cloud computing.

(1) Vector quantization is performed on the obtained MFCC feature parameters to obtain the best codebook of the sample data.

(2) Template Training. First, the above operations are performed on the sample data, then the sequence in the HMM model is generated, and then template training is performed according to the best codebook obtained, and steps 1–3 are repeated. The final template data are obtained, and they are written into the template file according to the specified format.

The English self-learning module based on Android mainly includes three basic functions: speech recognition, voice broadcast, and voice evaluation. These basic functions are integrated into the learning classifications of translation, listening, speaking, reading, writing, vocabulary, and so on.

Speech Recognition. Speech information can be converted into the corresponding text. The functions include speech acquisition, speech preprocessing, speech feature extraction, codebook generation, model training, and model recognition.

Voice Broadcasting. The system can transfer text to speech and broadcast natural, accurate, and fluent voice.

Speech Evaluation. This module mainly judges the recognition of converting speech information into text and text into speech accuracy.

3.2. The Interface of College Students’ Self-Learning Platform. College English learning focuses on translation. In addition, most vocabulary learning has a huge impact on improving college students’ English. Therefore, the platform has also added vocabulary learning. The platform also joined the evaluation system to evaluate the self-study effect of students. Therefore, the platform includes two parts: a classified teaching and learning evaluation system. Classified teaching includes translation, listening, speaking, reading, writing, and vocabulary. Figure 6 shows the learning interface of college students’ self-study. To better understand and memorize the vocabulary, when learning each vocabulary, the platform also adds pictures corresponding to the word. Figure 7 shows the translation learning interface of the self-study platform for college students. This interface provides the function of translation between Chinese and English. Users can translate by inputting text or by reading voice.

Formative evaluation is often conducted in the form of informal examinations or unit tests. The preparation of the test must consider all the important goals of the unit
teaching. Through formative evaluation, teachers can understand the progress of students in learning at any time, obtain continuous feedback in the teaching process, and provide references for teachers to adjust teaching plans and improve teaching methods at any time. Evaluation is an indispensable part of English teaching. With the deepening of the reform of basic English courses in higher vocational education, traditional English evaluation has increasingly highlighted its limitations. A diversified experimental assessment system is established. In the final exam at the end of the module course, the assessment method that simply emphasizes memory is discarded. The assessment content is based on the national medical practitioner examination outline and focuses on the comprehensive application of case analysis and literature analysis.

3.3. Platform Implementation Effect Analysis

3.3.1. Test Effect. At the specific operational level, this study uses a combination of quantitative and qualitative research methods, combined with analysis tools such as descriptive analysis, correlation analysis, regression analysis, and independent sample testing to analyze the collected data. The speech recognition test includes several steps of starting recording, ending recording, playing, speech recognition, and detection.

(1) Start recording the voice first and test whether it can be recorded properly and played correctly. The test results are as follows: the recording process is normal, and the audio data just recorded can be played at the end of recording.

(2) Test whether it is possible to recognize the voice and how much the recognition rate is. In the translation interface, three different sets of vocabulary are set, which are 50, 100, and 200 isolated words. The test results of 500 random are shown in Table 1.

As can be seen from Table 1, when in a quiet indoor environment, the recognition rate of different number of words is equal to 98%. And the recognition rate decreases slightly as the number of recognized words increases. In quiet outdoor environment or noisy outdoor environment, the recognition rate decreases, but the recognition rate is higher than 95%, and the recognition result is better. And in the outdoor environment, the recognition rate decreases slightly with the increase in recognition vocabulary. Therefore, it can be concluded from Table 1 that the effect of speech recognition is affected by the external environment. The quieter the environment, the better the recognition effect. However, the overall recognition effect is more than 95%. The recognition rate is high. In addition, the effect of system speech recognition is not affected by the number of test words. Therefore, the speech recognition rate of the system is stable. Even a large number of vocabulary tests can reach more than 96%, which can meet the actual use requirements.

3.3.2. Real-Time Testing of System Recognition. Real-time is also a necessary requirement for a speech recognition system. When users input voice data, the system needs to output recognition results as soon as possible, so real-time performance is an important indicator of system performance. In this paper, 10 isolated word speech data are used as test objects. From the beginning of recording voice data to the end of returning voice recognition results, the time spent in the whole process is recorded. The result is shown in Table 2. Response time of identifying different number of words is less than or equal to 0.46 ms. The average time of system identification response is 0.354 ms, which can meet the requirements of application.

Regarding vocabulary analysis, vocabulary is the basis of English learning; therefore, vocabulary learning should be paid special attention. However, current high school students generally have the problem of insufficient vocabulary, which is attributed to the fact that high school students encounter more difficulties in the process of vocabulary
learning, such as lack of appropriate vocabulary learning strategies and inability to maintain planned vocabulary memory. On the other hand, there are a variety of English vocabulary learning software currently on the market. Although each software has its own characteristics and most of the software can achieve rich vocabulary and detailed explanations, it still cannot handle the high school students in the vocabulary learning process.

In system recognition, English accent is involved, which is an important factor affecting system recognition. The native English accent is highly regarded as a second language and foreign language teaching in the world. However, the globalization of English has shaped different English variants and evolved different English accents. Although the academic circles have questioned the traditional English phonetic learning standards, many empirical studies have shown that English learners still agree with the phonetic standards of native English speakers. The English pronunciation of this platform was tested, and the test results are shown in Table 3.

To substantively analyze whether 20 college students can accept the product, a questionnaire survey is added, and the preferences and ideas of college students’ autonomous English learning are understood (Table 4).

For the English autonomous learning platform designed by this institute, the satisfaction rate is as high as 95%, and the top 3 preferred methods for college students’ autonomous English learning are multimedia teaching, websites, and movies. These learning methods can broaden their thinking and improve their ability to innovate. There are also many learning resources.
In order to make this platform more perfect, the autonomous learning ability of college students was investigated, as shown in Figure 8.

As the grade level increases, college students' learning self-efficacy increases; they are more skilled and effective in the use of university learning methods, time management is more effective, learning initiative and willingness to cooperate learning are enhanced, and the use of learning resources is also more effective.

4. Conclusion

Based on the original relevant research results, combined with the current status of college students' English autonomous learning and the results of questionnaires, the paper uses constructivism as the theoretical basis to improve college students' sense of identity in autonomous English learning, enhance their subject consciousness, optimize learning strategies, change the role of teachers, strengthen students' self-management and monitoring, create a good autonomous learning atmosphere, and cultivate the ability of college students to learn English independently. The autonomous learning model has attracted more and more attention and favor. The cultivation of college students' autonomous English learning ability is not a day's work. It needs the joint efforts of society, schools, and students. Autonomous learning does not mean pure autonomous learning but the ability of autonomous learning determined by a series of internal and external factors. Knowledge is not only imparted by teachers but also self-constructed. Students master and practice knowledge through autonomous learning so as to improve and achieve themselves. From the actual situation, college students' autonomous learning is still in the embryonic and exploratory stage. Under the guidance and encouragement of teachers, it is a feasible way for college students to gradually improve their autonomous learning ability. Due to the limited conditions, there are many deficiencies in this paper. We hope to continue to explore and improve the relevant contents in the future research.
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